The objective this work is to calculate the VaR of portfolios via GARCH family models with normal and t-student distribution and via Monte Carlo Simulation. We used three portfolios composite with preferential stocks of five Ibovespa companies. The results show that the t distribution adjusts better to data, because the violation ratio of the VaR calculated with t distribution is less than the violation ratio estimated with normal distribution.
Introduction
The risk management has been passed by several changes in last decades. The financial deregulamentation with end of Bretton Woods system provided a higher investment diversity , as well as greater likelihood both profits and losses. Therefore, the agents problem consists in minimize risk maximizing return. The risk measure more employed by financial market is the VaR (Value at Risk) due the same to be simple because is showed in monetary value. The VaR arises after big losses that investors had in the begin of 90s. The VaR also is a of risk measure more used by Accord Basel to regulate the bank system.
The VaR is the higher loss probable whether the worst scenario occurs. The VaR is calculated by several methods, as parametrics, non-parametrics and semi-parametrics. The VaR also can be estimated via Monte Carlo Simulation or by historical simulation of returns.
The This paper propose to calculate the VaR of portfolios composed by Brazilian Companies Stocks employing GARCH family models following t and normal distribution, and through Monte Carlo Simulation for, to verify how distribution adjusts better to empirical data. The paper also will realize backtestings with the goal of to know whether the models perform well same for sample used, that comprehend high volatility periods, as subprime crisis in 2008. Beyond this introduction and conclusion the paper have three more sections. The second one review the literature about VaR and the third discuss the methods. The fourth section show the research results.
Literature Review

Bezerra (2001) estimates the VaR of Petrobras Stock employing Monte
Carlo Simulation to compare the result with outcomes obtained through parametric models. The author found empirical evidence which the evaluation obtained by Monte Carlo Simuation overcomes the parametric method estimate. Still according to Bezerra (2001) the Monte Carlo Simulation Method is better due your ability of to capture non-linearity effects of financial assets.
Chela, Abrahão and Kamogawa (2011) estimated the VaR of three portfolios through GARCH-DCC and CCC, O-GARCH and EWMA models. The authors reduced the dimension of portfolio composed by interest rate, exchange rate, stock index and high volatility asset as CDS for instance, with the methodology denominated of main components. As evaluation criterium the researches employed the Kupiec test, the worst relative loss and the average VaR. The first one measures the cover efficiency, the second the cover in the worst scenario and the third the cover cost. The paper conclusion is that the better models according to criterium of the weighing among risk control in the frequency and in the worst loss average VaR cost were the traditional VaR estimated by EWMA and the VaR estimated by O-GARCH.
According to Jorion (2007) Mr. Till Guldimann of J. P. Morgan created the expression "Value-at-Risk" in the final of 80s. However, the VaR models started to be developed in the begin of 90s as response to financial crisis in this period. Cordeiro (2009) stated that the main critic to use of delta-normal method is, it inability in to replicate fat tails of financial data. Araújo (2009) demonstrates that a optimal portfolio composed by Brazilian multimarket funds is more efficient when the risk measure employed is the Conditional Value-at-Risk (CVaR). The portfolio was obtained through Markowitz efficient frontier. According to author, the CVaR measures the expected loss conditioned to expected loss which equal or higher than VaR. One of research conclusions is that portfolio funds selected from CVaR method generates a greater cover to investor. However, one of research fail is because it don't make backtesting to verify the efficiency of VaR and CVaR models. (2005) conclusions is which the asymmetric CAViaR performs better than GARCH models estimated with t distribution. Taylor (2005) also defends the thesis of a improves of heavy tails modeling with the employ of CAViaR.
Glasserman, Heildelberger and Shahabuddin (2000) describes, analyses and evaluates a algorithm which estimates the probability of loss in a portfolio employing Monte Carlo Simulation. According to the authors the Monte Carlo Simulation can have a huge computational cost, mainly when We have a great number of assets in the portfolio or a high number of path simulations. Then, for diminish the path simulations, the authors use the variance reduction method for thus, to solve the problem of high computational cost. Jorion (2002) detaches the VaR importance in comparison among risk profile of diverse banks. The paper estimates the relationship between disclosed VaR by banks and your revenues. This relationship is important , because shows how much the bank needs exposure itself to risk for increase your revenue. The research conclusion is which the banks with low exposure present a lower VaR and revenue volatility than the banks more exposed to risk.
Methodology
Data
The sample researched is composed from preferential stock prices of the following Brazilian Companies: Petrobras, Vale, Bradesco, Eletrobras and Pão de Açúcar. The period surveyed goes of January, 01, 2000 to March, 14, 2012. Next, We obtained the composed returns for all assets. Forward, We construct three portfolios from this assets. The percentage allocated in each stock was choosed through of optmization of returns according to Markowitz' efficient frontier and It will be presented in the results.
Value-at-Risk (VaR)
Danieíelsson (2011) defines the VaR as:
Where Q is the profit and loss function and p is the VaR probability. Therewith, the VaR can be easily calculated through of the expression:
Where ϑ is the portfolio value and γ (p) is the inverse of distribution used.
Family GARCH Models
Define ε t the portfolio return without structure in the mean, the equation for conditional volatility is:
This is the GARCH model developed by Bollerslev (1986) . With the goal of to model asymmetry of financial asset, Nelson (1991) creates the EGARCH model and Glosten, Jaganathan and Runkle (1993) developes the TGARCH model. The EGARCH specification is:
The model captures basically if a negative shock in the return causes a higher impact in the volatility than positive shocks. Whether the parameter θ j = 0, not exists asymmetry.
The TGARCH model is defined by:
The shock asymmetry is captured by binary variable which is 1 for negative returns and 0 otherwise. When θ is positive the model is asymmetric and negative returns impact more the volatility.
Monte Carlo Simulation
We follow the algorithm of Huynh, Lai and Soumaré (2008) and the data generator process for stock prices is:
The variables Z are generated through Cholesky decomposition method employing the correlation obtained in the descriptive statistics.
Results
The first portfolio constructed, whose We'll call portfolio 1, is a equalweight portolio, where We allocatted 20% to each stock. Next, We optimized a portfolio with short sale permitted, whose We'll call portfolio 2. We detach which the procedure to optimize the portfolio is via maximization of the portfolio return. The third portfolio was obtained maximizing the portfolio return without short sale, i.e., no negative weights. We emphasize that all portfolios had smaller standard deviation than any individual stock, showing the power of diversification. Moreover, the VaR of less risk stock ELET6 is R$ 5127,50, when calculated with normal distribution. The VaR of more risky portfolio is 4888,90, lower than ELET6 VaR. We calibrate the portfolio value in R$ 100.000,00. All portfolios have daily average return higher than Ibovespa index, whose return is 0.04%. Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics for the portfolios and the stocks.
The next step was to calculate the V aR 1 % to portfolios employing historical data, using normal and t-student distribution. We hope that the t distribution control better than normal the heavy tails of financial data. We expect which the portfolio optimization reduces the portfolio risk, i.e, portfolios 2 and 3 can be less risky than 1. However this situation didn't occur, because portfolio 2 had high return and risk than portfolio 1, indicating same failures in optimization through efficient frontier.
The portolio 2, where short-sale is allowed, presents a return of 271.88%, higher than return of porfolio 1, which is 176.1%. However, the VaR of portfolio 2 is greater than portolio 1 VaR in all simulations. Regarding the portolio 2 weights, We shall do a short-sale of Eletrobras share in a ration of 18.56%. The results found are according to the theory, showing which a increase in the return increases the risk. Making a numerical exercise with portfolio 1 and 2, we observe which a increase in 1% in the expected return causes a high in R$ 9.57 in the portfolio VaR.
The portolio 3, optimized without short-sale, shows that we shall to invest in Vale, Bradesco and Pão e Açúcar only. The portfolio is more risky and have higher return than portofolio 1. Table 2 presents the ratio allocated in each share. The risk return trade-off among portfolios 1 and 3 is of R$7.81, showing that a rise in 1% of return increases the VaR in this amount. The increase in R$1.00 in the VaR of portfolio 2 rises the return in 0.10, while in the portfolio 3 this increase is 0.12%, concluding then which the risk premiun of portfolio 3 is higher than porfolio 2.
Forward, We check whether the portfolio optimization reduced the timevarying VaR, since which the VaR estimated by historical simulation using normal and t distribution aren't smaller in the optimized portfolios. Therefore, We estimate GARCH, EGARCH and GJR models to three portofolios and we use the conditional variance to estimate the VaR. The goal is to verify if the average VaR of portfolio 2 and 3 is lower than VaR of porfolio 1. To estimate the GARCH is need to check whether exists structure in the mean equation. The Q test, that is in table 1, indicates that there isn't structure in the average for any portfolio to 5%. Therefore, We utilize the own serie without structure in the mean in the model estimation.
We estimate nine family GARCH models, with normal and t distribution for each portfolio. The estimated parameters are in of portfolio 1 didn't attain R$15.000.00, while in other portfolios this measure reached close of R$20.000,00. The parameters signals of asymmetry evaluated from EGARCH and GJR models are according to theory, denoting which occurs increases in volatility for negative shocks in the return. Another peak of volatility identified by models was in 2011, reflex of Euro Zone crisis. The portfolios which have a average VaR close of R$4000,00 in all period, It had a VaR close of R$10.000,00 in this period.
The V aR 1% to the three portfolios was calculated admitting t-student distribution, with the objective of to replicate the stylized fact of heavy tails. We observe which there was a increases in the VaR for all portfolios, denoting what was expected, that t distribution improves the adjust of model, because the extreme value of tail of the portfolio return was represented. Analysing the figures 6,7 and 8 We conclude which there was periods during 2008 crisis in that the expected loss of agents for the portfolio value of R$100.000,00 exceeded R$20.000,00. This value corresponds more three times the average VaR observed of R$6682,00. Tables 8 and 9 bring the one step ahead forecast for VaR with daily horizon.
We note that asymmetry models, as EGARCH and GJR forecast higher risk for all portfolios, both with normal and t distribution. This fact occurs due the model to capture risk aversion of agents, indicating greater volatility when the return is negative. The values evaluated from model with t distribution were superior than VaR estimated using normal distribution, which corroborates the thesis that t distribution replicates better the stylized facts of financial data and computes a value more reliable for the risk.
The VaR of portolios were estimated through Monte Carlo Simulation. Multivariate normal variables were generated by Cholesky decomposition method of correlation matrix. The prices of May, 14, 2012 were used as initial values. The results obtained are in the table 10. We conclude which values obtained from Monte Carlo Simulation are close to the VaR evaluated through t-student distribution, in comparison with values computed by normal distribution, which fortifies the hypothesis that t-student distribution fits better to data. We observe also which when We increase the number of trajectories the daily VaR reduces, indicating convergence to average VaR of the model. For the annual horizon of the VaR We admit 250 trading days in the year. The values computed are very high, showing a loss probability of 70% of investment for one year. However, as standard deviation composes the data generator process, this high estimate is justified because in the sample exists high volatility periods, as in 2008 at sub-prime crisis and 2011 at Euro Zone crisis.
Next, We did backtesting for all portfolios, aiming to test the violation ratio of VaR. The violation occurs when the loss exceed the VaR calculated. According to Daníelsson (2011) a VaR model is considered inaccurate if the violation ratio of VaR is smaller than 0.5 or higher than 1.5. When the violation ratio is 1, the VaR is inside the significance level. The results of Bernoulli cover test and independence test of Christoffersen (1998) are in the table 12. We verify which had, for the GARCH, a violation number of VaR greater than significance level of 1%, given that We reject null hypothesis to the Bernoulli test for all portfolios. When We employ t-student distribution in the GARCH estimation, there is a improves in the violation ration and We become to accept the null hypothesis in entire portfolios. The independence test indicates acceptation of null hypothesis is most of simulations for three portfolios, denoting that a violation in the VaR today don't indicates violation tomorrow. This results found aren't in accordance with result of Gaglione, Lima and Linton (2008), because for our portfolios studied there were a VaR violation superior to expected. A fact which can justify the difference among results is that the paper cited above used sample which don't include 2008 crisis.
The improvement in the estimates when the VaR is evaluated with tstudent distribution emphasizes the thesis of Cordeiro (2009) about the inability of normal distribution in to replicate heavy tails of data. Unlike of Glasserman, Heildelberger and Shahabuddin (2000) We don't need utilize variance reduction technique to reduce computational effort, because the simulations of portolios were made with only 5 shares.
Conclusion
The research proposed to calculate the VaR through GARCH family models and via Monte Carlo Simulation. We conclude which the VaR estimated through GARCH models with errors following t distribution are a better risk measure than when calculated by normal distribution. This occurs because t-distribution replicates better fat tails of financial data. This conclusion is proved because the values obtained with monte carlo simulation are close to values estimated with t-student distribution. Another evidence of better fit of t is obtained by backtesting, given that the violation ratio of VaR calculated with t was smaller.
Regarding to portfolios used, entire got a average return greater than the Ibovespa index and also a lower risk than the individual asset less risky The portfolios more risky are more profitable, according to the theory of risk aversion. The time-varying VaR shows moments in which the loss probability attained near of 1/5 of portfolio value in some periods of high volatility, as 2008 crisis. Thus, the research satisfies the objective proposed e have like main contribution the comparative analysis among VaR estimated with monte carlo simulation and via familu GARCH models to Brazilian stock data. 
